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A new robust approach for combining multiple-pulse homo-
nuclear decoupling and PGSE NMR is introduced for accurately
measuring molecular diffusion coefficients in systems with nonva-
nishing static homonuclear dipolar couplings. Homonuclear de-
coupling suppresses dipolar dephasing during the gradient pulses
but its efficiency and scaling factor for the effective gradient vary
across the sample because of the large variation of the frequency
offset caused by the gradient. The resulting artifacts are reduced
by introducing a slice selection scheme. The method is demon-
strated by 19F PGSE NMR experiments in a lyotropic liquid
rystal. © 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: PGSE NMR; homonuclear dipolar decoupling; slice
selection; molecular diffusion; liquid crystal.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays PGSE-type NMR experiments (for simplic
hereafter referred to as PGSE) (1–6) are used routinely fo
studying molecular self diffusion in isotropic liquids. The sa
method is far less suitable in liquid crystals or in solids
those materials, nonvanishing static dipolar coupling ca
fast dephasing of the transverse magnetization and any
dephasing induced by diffusion in the applied field gradie
negligible. It is a straightforward idea to use dipolar decoup
to lengthen the decay of transverse magnetization (7–9). In
ontrast to other methods, such as using ultra-high-static
etic field gradients (10) or samples macroscopically orien
t the magic angle to the static field (11–14), combining
ecoupling with PGSE preserves the flexibility of the la

echnique and demands no cumbersome sample prepara
In early approaches to diffusion measurements with ho

uclear decoupling (7, 8), field gradient pulses were applied
he time windows between the radiofrequency (RF) pulse
he decoupling sequence. Since those windows were typ
0 ms long, the gradient strength and, consequently, the a

able diffusion coefficient were very limited. Later, this
proach has been extended to measure spin diffusion via
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dipole couplings (15). It has only been recently that multip
pulse homonuclear decoupling was appliedsimultaneousl
with a large, although static, magnetic field gradient to mea
slow diffusion in plastic crystals (9). Combinations of hetero
nuclear dipolar decoupling with PGSE have been also
sented (16, 17).

While PGSE with heteronuclear decoupling might be ea
to implement (17), that method has the disadvantage of de
ing the NMR signal from a usually low-abundance, lowg
nucleus. In contrast, PGSE with homonuclear decouplin
attractive because it can detect abundant nuclei with
gyromagnetic ratio. Hence, measuring the molecular diffu
in systems with small signal-to-noise ratio (e.g., in less
centrated systems) may demand this latter experiment. Th
a multitude of well-developed techniques for multiple-pu
homonuclear dipolar decoupling in solids (18–25), and in solid
tate magnetic resonance imaging (26–28) they have bee
pplied in combination with static or pulsed magnetic fi
radients (although at gradient values insufficiently smal
easuring diffusion). In the article (9) that initiated the prese
ork, the well-known MREV-8 decoupling sequence has b
ombined with a strong static gradient and was shown tha
echnique is indeed viable. As a particularly important po
he reduction of the signal-to-noise ratio by the large grad
as tolerable in that work because the (effective) transv

elaxation timeT*2 has been prolonged in a number of slice
the excited sample volume by the far-off-resonance avera
effect (29).

In this paper, homonuclear dipolar decoupling is app
during pulses of magnetic field gradient. Our aim is to ext
the range of anisotropic systems, particularly lyotropic liq
crystals, in which molecular diffusion coefficients can be m
sured. The design should operate at relatively fast (10212–10210

m2/s) diffusion coefficients available at the gradient streng
commercial gradient probes with encoding times (conven
ally denoted asd) in the order of milliseconds and diffusi
times (D) in the order of 100 ms–1 s (see Fig. 1). There are
particularly important design criteria. First, lyotropic liqu
crystals are usually highly conductive and therefore very
ceptible to RF-induced heating. To avoid significant chang
the state of the sample, the temperature shift and tempe
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143PGSE NMR WITH HOMONUCLEAR DIPOLAR DECOUPLING
distribution within the sample must be typically kept belo
K during the experiment. This factor limits the applicable
decoupling power. Second, to answer questions abou
structure of the investigated material, the diffusion coeffic
must be measured with an accuracy of a few percent.
presumably requires that the effective field gradient (whic
scaled down by homonuclear decoupling) is homogen
over the part of the sample volume that contributes to
collected signal. These aspects have not yet been invest
thoroughly enough. In the present contribution we report
an investigation that results in a new design for PGSE e
iments with homonuclear decoupling. The basic principle,
selection, is the same as in our implementation (17) of PGSE
(in particular, a stimulated-echo-type experiment) with het
nuclear decoupling. The method is demonstrated on the
(17) sample, the lyotropic mixture of cesium perfluoroocta
ate (CsPFO)–water (30).

METHOD

One faces a particular problem when implementing ho
nuclear decoupling in a diffusion experiment. In the pres
of a field gradientg, different parts of the sample experien
different magnetic field strengths, which leads to a posi
dependent resonance frequency offset across the samp
ume. First, this causes a corresponding variation of the d
pling efficiency. Second, the applied field gradient is scale
the so-called scaling factors of a decoupling sequence th
reduces linear spin operator terms such as chemical shift.

FIG. 1. 19F PGSE NMR with a stimulated echo–LED pulse sequ
combined with MREV-8 homonuclear dipolar decoupling and slice selec
The slice selection is performed before the stimulated echo sequence
selective inversion pulse during an additional gradient pulse. The inve
pulse is absent in every second scan and two subsequent FIDs are su
so that the signal fromz-magnetization in the selected slice is summed, w
it is canceled outside this region. The width of the excited slice is adjus
include the region within which the scaling factors is constant to a desire

ccuracy.
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s varies with the frequency offset, the effective field gradi
experienced by spins, becomes inhomogeneous across th
ple.

The first effect leads to a loss of NMR signal since tra
verse magnetization from imperfectly decoupled sample
gions decays completely duringd and, therefore, does n
contribute to the collected signal. The second effect i
inhomogeneous attenuation of the signal by diffusion. It
shown (29) that far-off-resonance averaging partially comp
sates for the signal loss. It was also suggested (29) that the
ontribution from regions with scaling factorss different from
he on-resonance values0 is insignificant in a diffusion expe-
iment. The argument is that regions withs Þ s0 are, at the
same time, regions with ineffective decoupling. Hence,
could approximate the effective field gradient in a diffus
experiment asgeff 5 s0 z g. However, as shown below, th

rocedure may introduce large errors. Indeed, both the sc
actor and the decoupling efficiency change smoothly with
requency offset and not on a stepwise manner as the pre
rgument would suggest. Therefore, we observe a reduct

he apparent diffusion coefficient with increasing grad
trength (sinces decreases with resonance offset). This be
or is a clear signature that regions with scaling factor lo
han the on-resonance value and with lower-than-optima
oupling efficiency contribute significantly to the detected
al. If accuracy is an issue, this variation of the scaling fa
annot be neglected. One could, in principle, correct for
ffect, but in practice that would be difficult since it requ
easuring the detailed offset dependence of the scaling
nd the effective transverse relaxation timeT*2. Thus, the

straightforward combination of PGSE with homonuclear
coupling as implied by (9) is not suitable in this case.

A simple way to reduce the influence of the variation of
decoupling effect is to involve slice selection, well known fr
magnetic resonance imaging (4). The approach is similar
that one used in (17) for the PGSE experiment with hete

uclear decoupling. Slice selection cancels the signal
egions with large resonance offset so that the measurem
epresentative to that part of the sample where the sc
actor s is well defined (close tos0). In the most straightfo-
ward modification of PGSE, at least two of the hard 90° pu
of the pulse sequence are replaced by soft 90° pulses a
gradient pulses are extended so that soft pulses during
perform the slice selection. However, we found it more p
tical to perform the slice selection before the PGSE sequ
by applying a soft inversion pulse as depicted in Fig. 1.

The actual pulse sequence is derived from the stan
stimulated echo experiment (2), supplemented by “longitudin
eddy delay” (LED) (31). The dipolar dephasing during t
gradient pulses is suppressed by multiple-pulse homonu
decoupling, as suggested in Ref. (9). The selective inversio
pulse, applied during an additional gradient pulse, is abse
every second scan and the subsequent FIDs are subtrac
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144 DVINSKIKH AND FURÓ
that the signal arising from thez magnetization within th
elected bandwidth is summed, while that is canceled ou
his region. The bandwidth of the selective pulses is adjust
xcite only that central region of the sample where the sc

actor is close to its on-resonance value. The narrowe
elected bandwidth is the higher the homogeneity of the sc
actor achieved. A practical lower limit for the bandwidth is
idth of the undecoupled spectrum. (Exciting a narrow b
ith a long soft pulse may create multiple quantum cohere
nd multispin polarizations whose effect, if necessary, ca
ltered out but by longer phase cycles (32, 33).)
This slice selection scheme is better than the direct in

oration of soft 90° pulses in the stimulated echo experim
n particular, the signal-to-noise ratio is higher because
ffect of transverse relaxation is reduced. The advantages
ecause (i) only one selective pulse is required, while the d

ncorporation of slice selection requires at least two sele
0° pulses to get equivalent encoding and decoding period

in Fig. 1); (ii) a selective inversion pulse is typically sho
than a selective excitation pulse of the same bandwidth34);
(iii) transverse relaxation is less effective during an inver
pulse; (iv) since the strength of the first gradient pulse ca
set independently from the gradient applied during the en
ing/decoding periods, the selected bandwidth can be fle
adjusted and/or the soft 180° pulse can be kept short; an
there is no need to correct the value ofd for partial encoding
decoding during selective pulses.

Diffusion experiments with homonuclear decoupling can
proceed by recording the variation of the signal intensity
increasing gradient strength, because the variation of the
dient would correspondingly modify the decoupled sam
volume and, hence, the signal intensity. Varying the leng
delayd is also impractical as it would vary the heating ef
from the decoupling. Thus, the only remaining option is
record the decay of the signal with increasingD just as in the

GSE experiment with heteronuclear decoupling (17). The
esult is (2)

S~D! , exp~2R z D! [1a]

ith

R 5 ~gsgd! 2D 1 1/T1. [1b]

The difference between the decay constants recorded with
ent gradientsg provides one with the diffusion coefficientD.

One disadvantage of the method is the loss of signal i
sity due to detection of signal from only one slice of
sample. In (17) a sequential slice selection scheme was us
recover that loss; the frequencies of the soft excitation p
(13C) and heteronucleardecoupling (19F) were stepped sy-
chronously to collect13C signal from the adjacent regions
de
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the sample. This scheme cannot be applied here becau
fluorine spins of the whole sample are disturbed duringhomo-
nucleardecoupling. Nevertheless, the overall sensitivity of
method is still high due to 100% natural abundance and
gyromagnetic ratio of the selected nuclei that can be19F for 1H.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

19F Spectra of the Test Sample

The 19F NMR spectra of CsPFO in D2O, recorded at 18
MHz, are shown in Fig. 2. The isotropic liquid spectru
recorded at 325 K and shown in Fig. 2a, is assigne
previously communicated (35). The spectra of the nema
phase at 315 K, recorded without and with homonuclea
coupling, are shown in Figs. 2b and 2c, respectively.
oblate-shape micelles in the nematic phase are oriented
their short axes parallel to the magnetic field. The rela
chemical shifts of the fluorine lines are clearly different in
two spectra of Figs. 2a and 2c. As explained in detail in (17),
the line positions in the isotropic micellar phase reflect
isotropic averages of the respective molecular chemical
anisotropy (CSA) tensor. In the nematic phase, they ins
depend on the principal values (s zz) of those CSA tenso

FIG. 2. 19F NMR spectra of CsPFO/D2O (at 50 wt%) in the isotrop
phase at 325 K (a) and in the nematic phase at 315 K (b, c), recorded
MHz. The nematic sample is uniformly oriented by the magnetic field wit
director parallel to the field direction. Spectrum (c) is recorded in the pre
of MREV-8 homonuclear decoupling with 2.6ms 90° pulse length and 84ms
ycle time. Note that the frequency scale for spectrum (c) is not correct
he scaling factors ('0.5). Thespectra were recorded with the same
ffsets.
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145PGSE NMR WITH HOMONUCLEAR DIPOLAR DECOUPLING
reduced both by molecular motions and by the homonu
decoupling.

Calibration of the Scaling Factor

In the pulse sequence in Fig. 1, the applied field gradieg
is reduced to the effective gradients z g by homonuclea
decoupling (see Eq. [1]). The theoretical on-resonance v
of the scaling factors (19) at different lengths of 90° pulses a
with different decoupling cycle times for MREV-8 (18, 19) are
shown in Table 1. The offset-dependence ofs was measure
with the 19F RF power set relatively low (gB1/ 2p ' 96 kHz,
2.6-ms length of the 90° pulse) to avoid excessive sam
heating. The experimental scaling factors were first determ
in the isotropic micellar phase by observing the frequency
n9 of the 19F lines under decoupling upon shifting the RF of

y n. The s 5 n9/n data are displayed in Fig. 3. The extr
olated on-resonance values, given in Table 1, are close
theoretical figures. Clearly, the shorter the cycle length is
less offset-dependent is the scaling factor. At longer c
times, we observe an oscillatory behavior that agrees qu
tively with the theoretical results of (29) while there is som

uantitative deviation caused by the nonideality and fi
ength of the RF pulses. The offset dependence of the sc
actor s has also been measured in the nematic and lam
hase of CsPFO/D2O; no significant differences to the isot-
ic case were found as demonstrated in Fig. 3b. Scaling fa
easured for different fluorine positions in the surfactant
cule coincide within experimental error.
Using Fig. 3, one can choose the frequency offset r
ithin which the scaling factor is constant by the desir
ccuracy and the width of the selected slice can be adjus

his range. The offset range within which the scaling fa
aries less than 10% is indeed given in Table 1. In princ
he s(n) profile could also be used to obtain an effec
gradient value even if a wide frequency range is excited
substantially varyings. However,T*2 also strongly varies wit
the decoupling offset and therefore thes(n) profile should b
weighted by the exponential factor exp(2d/T*2(n)). TheT*2(n)

TABLE 1
Scaling Factors and Frequency Offset Ranges for MREV-8

Cycle timea

(ms) s0 Calculatedb
s0 Measured
(see Fig. 3)

Offset rangec

(kHz)

60 0.505 0.5076 0.005 616
84 0.495 0.5026 0.006 611

120 0.488 0.4966 0.006 67
480 0.476 0.4896 0.010 62

a 90° pulse length 2.6ms.
b From Ref. (19).
c For s within 65% of s0.
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profiles are different for different fluorines and vary w
temperature so that such a correction is impractical.

Results of the Diffusion Experiments

The influence of slice selection on the diffusion deca
demonstrated in Fig. 4, where the experimental results i
isotropic and nematic phases of CsPFO/D2O are shown. Th
experiments were performed with field gradients perpendi
to the B0 field andd 5 1.8 ms (set shorter than the aver
T*2 ' 3 ms in nematic phase under decoupling). In the iso-
pic phase (Fig. 4a, withg 5 76 G/cm that corresponds to661
kHz offset distribution in our'4-mm-id sample) a fast dec
is observed in the absence of decoupling; the line is a s
exponential fit. The experiment with MREV-8 decoupling
without slice selection produces a slow decay, while intro
ing the slice selection results in a faster decay (see Fig
This is a clear fingerprint of the variation of the scaling fa
s with the frequency offset. In the experiment without s
selection the signal is contributed by all parts of the sam
even by ones with smaller scaling factors. In the slice-sele

FIG. 3. Offset dependence of the experimental scaling factors for
MREV-8 in CsPFO/D2O. (a) Isotropic phase at 325 K. Cycle times are 60ms
■), 84 ms (E), 120ms (�), and 480ms (p) and the length of the 90° pulse
.6 ms. (b) Comparison of the scaling factors in different phases of CsPF

2O at 84ms cycle time: isotropic at 325 K (E), nematic at 318 K (h), nematic
at 315 K (‚), lamellar at 309 K ({).
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146 DVINSKIKH AND FURÓ
experiment, only the central slice of the sample with s
frequency offset contributes, and here the average sc
factor and the corresponding effective gradient are clos
their maximum on-resonance value. This difference shou
less pronounced in the anisotropic phases with nonvani
dipolar coupling where a less effective dipolar decoup
under off-resonance condition results in shorterT*2 times, mak-
ing the regions with small scaling factor contribute less to
signal. Nevertheless, we find a significant difference betw
the diffusion decays with and without slice selection (Fig.
Note that the decay in the experiment without slice selecti
also clearly nonexponential.

In Fig. 5 the experimental decay constants in nematic p
(at 315 K) are plotted as function of (gd) 2. In Fig. 5a result
from experiments with and without slice selection are c
pared. The expected linear dependence is not observed
experiment without slice selection (Fig. 5a, open symb
because the average scaling factor decreases with incr
gradient strength. Limiting the excitation bandwidth to 20 k

FIG. 4. Variation of the19F signal intensity in CsPFO/D2O (50 wt%) with
increasing delay timeD in the PGSE experiment depicted in Fig. 1. T
MREV-8 decoupling was performed with 2.6-ms-long 90° pulses and 60-ms-
ong cycles; 30 cycles were applied during thed 5 1.8 ms gradient pulses. T
olid symbols represent data recorded with slice selection by a soft Ga
ulse; open symbols are data points with no slice selection (the selective

n Fig. 1 is replaced by a hard 180° pulse). The lines are single-exponent
o Eq. [1]. (a) Isotropic phase at 325 K,g 5 76 G/cm, without (h) and with
E, F) decoupling. (b) Nematic phase at 315 K,g 5 114 G/cm.
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results in a linear behavior (solid symbols), as predicted by
[1]. This point is further supported by Fig. 5b where the de
constants obtained at differentd times and different field gra
dient values fall on the same slope. The maximum system
error in the slice selection approach is estimated to be66%
(see profile in Fig. 3a at 60-ms cycle time), sinces is constan
to 63% within the excitation bandwidth. The effect of decre
ing T*2 with the resonance offset makes the actual error
smaller.

The explicit value of the diffusion coefficientD' is ob-
tained, as shown by Eq. [1], from the difference of the
constants in measurements with different applied gradient
equivalently, from the slopes in Fig. 5). In the nematic pha
315 K we thus getD' 5 (0.88 6 0.02) 3 10210 m2/s by
taking the scaling factor tos 5 0.495 (average in the rang
from 0 to 10 kHz). All of the measuredD' values are show
in Fig. 6. The data agree well with the ones obtained in
same system by13C PGSE diffusion measurements with h-
eronuclear decoupling (17). Note that the precision is comp
rable in those two different experiments but the19F PGSE

FIG. 5. Decay ratesR versus (gd) 2 in the nematic phase at 315 K
obtained from the diffusion experiment in Fig. 1. The symbols repre
experimental data recorded at different experimental conditions with gra
strengthg up to 114 G/cm and the lines are linear fits. Parameters of MR
decoupling and selective pulse are given in Fig. 4. (a) Results obtaine
(�) and without (E) slice selection andd 5 1.8 ms. (b) Results obtained w
slice selection at differentd values 1.8 ms (�), 1.2 ms (■), and 0.96 ms (F).
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147PGSE NMR WITH HOMONUCLEAR DIPOLAR DECOUPLING
experiment with homonuclear decoupling experiment took
order of magnitude less time (that is still about 1–2 h, thou

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose and demonstrate a metho
accurately measuring the molecular self diffusion coeffici
in systems with strong static dipolar interactions. The me
is a PGSE-type experiment with homonuclear decoup
While it is straightforward to apply homonuclear decouplin
prolong the dephasing of the transverse magnetization
inherent offset dependence of the scaling factor and o
decoupling efficiency presents a problem. We suggest
selection as a remedy.

The implementation of the method is not difficult on mod
commercial spectrometers and there is, in principle, no
for any additional nonstandard equipment. Clearly, the a
racy achieved by slice selection is at the expense of decre
signal-to-noise ratio. The smaller the diffusion coefficient t
measured is, the higher the signal loss; the reason i
requirement of the larger applied gradient strength which g
the excited band a smaller volume. This puts a limit on
diffusion coefficient available by this method. With our pres
experimental setup and in a conductive sample, diffusion
efficients in the range of 10211–10210 m2/s can be measur
with the accuracy of a few percent in less than 2 h of experi-
mental time. This is much faster than that by13C PGSE NMR
with heteronuclear dipolar decoupling (17).

Lower diffusion coefficients and/or shorter experime
imes can be achieved in several ways. First, shortenin
ycle time in the decoupling sequence (at higher ave
ecoupling power) allows a flatter scaling factor profile a
orrespondingly, broader excitation width. Second, other w
nown sequences such as BR-24 and BLEW-48 could be

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficientD' across
the isotropic, nematic, and lamellar phases of CsPFO/D2O as measured by19F

GSE NMR with homonuclear decoupling in the present work (E) or by 13C
PGSE NMR with heteronuclear decoupling in Ref. (17) (■).
e
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nstead of MREV-8 to provide, although with a smaller sca
actor, a flatter scaling factor profile than that in Fig. 3 an
etter decoupling efficiency (19, 24–26). This would permi

one to select larger slices. It also helps to reduce the RF he
effect that is severe in conductive samples. Third, coil des
with lower RF heating would allow one to shorten the rec
time in the experiment (see Experimental) or to increase
decoupling power. Further work is in progress to investi
this question.

Surfactant diffusion is an ideal tool for providing so
answers on the extent and the form of the topological cha
of surfactant aggregates upon phase transition. Previo
however, surfactant diffusion coefficients were difficult
measure and there were only a handful of such example
few selected liquid crystal phases. Measurements in the v
ity of a phase transition have not yet been presented.
situation is remedied here and, together with the previo
published method that uses heteronuclear decoupling
PGSE (17), we demonstrated viable experiments for s
investigations. More detailed data obtained on phase tr
tions in lyotropic liquid crystals will be communicated el
where.

EXPERIMENTAL

Cesium perfluorooctanoate was synthesized as des
previously (36). The liquid crystal sample was produced

ixing CsPFO (50 wt%) with D2O. The isotropic–nematic an
nematic–lamellar phase transition temperatures were e
lished from the2H spectrum to 320 and 314 K, respective
which agree well with those of the previously established p
diagram (30). The nematic phase director orients parallel to

xternal magnetic field (37).
The measurements were performed on a Bruker DMX

pectrometer, operating at 188 MHz for19F. We used a hom-
built probe whose exchangeable gradient set-up includes
rupole gradient coils with gradient directions parallel or
pendicular to the static magnetic field as described previo
(38). Note that the present gradient directionx is radial for the
cylindrical sample space. The probe, double tuned to2H–19F
frequencies at 4.7 T field strength, contains a single 6-m
and 17-mm-long RF solenoid, made of five turns of flat w
The lengths of the19F 90° pulse were 2.6ms (with 300 W
irradiation power). The sample resided in a 5-mm-od
12-mm-long sealed glass ampule. The gradient coils
driven by a Bruker BAFPA-40 current generator. The cur
in the present experiments did not exceed 6 A. The gra
strength was calibrated earlier (17). The Gaussian-shape sel
tive inversion (70ms) RF pulses of 20-kHz bandwidth we
truncated at 2% of their peak amplitude. The effect of e
currents is reduced via including a LED (31) extension. A
outine phase cycle (first pulse1x, 2x; second and thir
ulses 2(1x), 2(1y), 2(2x), 2(2y); fourth and fifth pulse
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148 DVINSKIKH AND FURÓ
8(1x), 8(2x); receiver1x, 2(2x), 2(1x), 2(2x), 1x) was
pplied. Each cycle is repeated twice with and without se

ive inversion pulse (with phase1x) and receiver phase
nverted for subsequent cycles. The pulse phases in

REV-8 sequence were set to1x, 1y, 2y, 2x, 2x, 1y,
y, 1x and were not cycled. The MREV-8 sequence has

andwiched as (458)2y–(MREV-8)–(458)1y. The 45° pulse
lign the precessing magnetization perpendicular to the e

ive field at the beginning of the MREV-8 pulse train a
ealign it back to theXY plane at the end (22, 24, 25). This

arrangement prevents spin-locking a part of the magnetiz
parallel to the tilted effective field of the MREV-8 cycle a
losing a part of the signal caused by the 45° tilt of the pre
sion plane to theXY plane.

Up to 64 transients (preceded by 16 dummy scans)
accumulated for each individual spectrum of the diffus
experiment. The average temperature was observed and
lated with an accuracy of 0.1 K by the Bruker BVT-3000 u
supplied with the spectrometer. Temperature shift and tem
ature gradient within the sample caused by the RF irradi
for decoupling were calibrated by observing the splitting
broadening of the temperature-sensitive2H NMR spectra (30)

f D2O in the sample. In the diffusion experiments, a rec
delay of 16 s (much longer than required for full spin re
ation) was used to allow for sufficient heat dissipation. Hea
effects during the encoding/decoding periods amount to a
0.3 K average temperature spread and about 0.2 K av
temperature shift. These temperature shifts were not corr
for in this study.
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